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priorities and choices, yours and
ours--cost as against convenience; con-

venience as against the ecologically prc-

fcrablc; the ecologically preferable as

against shrinking time and failing eye-

sight! In short, Frazer 22 lb. NewsPrint

as against Allied 22 lb. Bright-Litc

Bible--both of which are kinds of paper

on which we’ve printed Cumen/

Co?rwrtfs’ (cd ).

Wc hear a lot these days about es-
tablishment of priorities, for individu-

als, for organizations, for nations. Set-
ting individual priorities is often easier,
or should bc, than setting group pri-
orities, In matters involving organiza-
tions and nations, it can bc more diKl-
cult, for one must eventually arrive at
some consensus as to what should be
undertaken, and when, and how so as
to benefit the most people.

Some time ago, I posed an alternative
to CC readers: the 13P Pre~~ ~ige~t or
more journal coverage. For what it costs

to include the Press Digest weekly, wc
could add at Iemt 100 mediocre journals
to our coverage, By mediocre 1 mean
any of the hundreds or indeed thou-
sands of journals that don’ t achicvc sig-
nificance on the basis of citation analysis

or any other factor. As yet, few people
have suggested that wc drop the Press

Dige~t to add such journals. Nor has
anyone suggested wc drop it in order to
increase our coverage of books in CC’s
Cuwent Booh Contents ‘Msection.

Number 13

Recently, we made an improvement
in CC. But I‘11 bet that most readers

think by this time that it’s always been

part of the standard CC format. I refer
to the repetition of a journal’s title at

the top of a CC page whcncvcr the con-
tents page has to be continued from onc

CC page onto the next. Lots of rcadets
tear out CC pages on which they’ve
checked titles of papers they want copies

or reprints of. When they do this, it’s
important that the journal title appear

on the page. Wc finally developed an
efficient method of putting the journal
abbreviation there in the case of run-on
contents pages. You’ d be amazed how
often we were asked to provide this
feature by annoyed readers who’d

checked titles, torn out pages, and

found Iatcr at the circulation desk that

they’d forgotten to note the journal
title. And yet not a single person has
written to tell us that the requested fea-

ture has indeed saved the tirnc and
spared the annoyance they were sure it

would--not even any of those who had
complained in the first place.

The cost of this improvement can, I

assure you, bc translated into a cost
equivalent to covering 10 or 12 journals
this year. And I assure you as well that
it is this kind of improved ef%ciency

that allows us to increase coverage with-
out increasing subscription costs. If the
Russians ever stop photixopying CC,
maybe WC’II get a few extra paid sub-
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scriptions that will allow us to cover
some of the journals they, and perhaps
even you, might like us to add.

AH of this is by way of introduction
to my main point. With this issue of CC
we’ve made a major change. Didn’ t you
notice? It won’t surprise me if you
haven’t noticed that this week’s CC is

printed on a paper different from last
week’s. But your secretary or assistant

undoubtedly has noticed. I don’t know
how many of them have written to tell
us they’ve been going blind trying to
read the small print in our Ardmr ln-
a’ex atrd Address Directory, and the
Wte&/y Subject Imdex as well, especially
since the beginning of the year, when
we started using newsprint,

There’s no doubt that the use of
newsprint decreases legibility, especially
when five-point type is involved. And
no one wi iI challenge the assertion that
the paper we are now using for CC is an
improvement. It is more opaque than
the newsprint, it’s stronger (greater rag

content and not just recyclable wood

pulp), it offers better contrast for the
ink (bleaching and addition of titani-

um). In short, it costs a bundle, and the

difference in cost is the difference be-
tween covering at least 100 or even more
of those mediocre journals I mentioned
earlier.

But readers complained about the

newsprint, so we’ve listened to the com-
plaints and stopped using it. Now it’s

possible that l’ve misread the desires of

the majority of CC readers. Perhaps it
was just a few already myopic crackpots
who wrote to me complaining that
when they tried to write on the page,
the ink bled into the paper, rendering
their notes indecipherable. But I hap-
pen to agree with the “crackpots.”

One British reader wrote me that we’d
finally made CC co@/ete/y suitable for

reading in the 100, or as we say in

America, in the john. To another com-

plaining reader I was forced to admit
that we might well have better con-

sidered using Kleenexm tissue, since so
many readers constantly have their noses
glued to CC.

The ‘new’ paper--actually we’ve used
it before--has few auxiliary hygienic ad-

vantages beyond the high legibility re-
flected by its luxuriant cost. It can’t be

used for much else than very fine-print-
ing work. Our readers in the United
Kingdom may, however, find to their
regret that this paper has the moisture
absorption capacity of the toilet paper
commonly used there. In this respect,
the ‘new’ paper will not satisfy the eco-

logically-minded, who may have pre-

ferred the newsprint, even with its de-

creased legibility, because it is easier ro
recycle.

I happen ro believe that ease of
mind--and eye--are as important to sci-
entists as ro anyone else. If Iaypersons
think deep down that most of us are
balmy, we know among ourselves that

the idea is an absurd myth. If anything,
we react less often and less strangely

than most to the minor and major irri-

tations of life. But, as I told the weH-
inrenrioned cost-curters at 1S1 when they
,prevailed upon me with their newsprint:

when you mess with a reader’s CC,
you ‘re aiming at his or her solar plexus,
and maybe as a result at your own!

If the ecologists think I’ve misinter-

preted how most readers want us to

order priorities in producing CC, then

they should by all means organize a
protest group, just as other readers do
covertly or overtly to pressure us into
covering their favorite journal. In the
meantime, let’s hope the supply of 22
lb. Bright-Lite Bible paper lasts and
continues to be made in the quantities
we need--at least until the time when

electronic dissemination of information

has made CC and similar sewices

unnecessary.
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